(very quick draft before REGB eat me alive.)

Number 8A
Nice title and what has that to do with Royal Enfields?
Well, it is where I believe the company had their shop in Redditch from 1954.
There has been a lot of debate over where exactly in Church Green East street the shop was but so
far there is no firm evidence.
Well, I think I have finally worked it out. we have two photos of the shop and that is all!

I looked at the size (width and
height) of the shop and also the
pavement outside and then started
eliminating shops that didn’t fit. It
actually went rather fast.
Unusually, in both photos, a very close examination shows the the pavement outside had a slight
rise in the middle of the shop frontage, sloping off to both left and right sides.
1.

2.

buildings ruled out under architecture (totally the wrong type, shape, etc.), the old part of Nat
West, Lloyds bank, Hunters and Charles Lovell’s accountants, the black tap pub and the three
buildings to the left of it.
Any shops with the original Victorian wooden facade with sloping title boards above the shop
window. Looking at the Redditch Standard, you can see that the letters slope at an angle,
whereas the Royal Enfield shop title has the letters upright, parallel with the front wall. Also
the victorian side pillars and ornamentation would have needed removing to allow for the
RE’s flush ‘Picture frame’ shop front. Any shops that still have the original victorian features
can be excluded. This rules out, Shipley’s, the block containing Andrew Grant, vizors, the
one next to that which says ‘to let’, and list recruitment.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Oulsnam, Dixons and the Best Connection have an original line of black slate running along
the base of the building which would have needed to be removed for the RE shop, but it is
still there and complete, which makes it unlikely that the shop was there.
We have three buildings at the right end of the street, Urban which is on a slope so that’s out,
the newer closed shop to the left, same reason and a second new building to the left of that.
This building is on a very slight slope which makes it unlikely in my book.
so what’s left? Midland’s fancy dress (No. 13), No. 8A, Soul hair design and Liberty’s, a
newer building to the right of the pub. Taking the latter, it is set back from the road and looks
like a later infill building from the 1960-70’s. The pavement is flat but is more modern. There
is also a chance that there was an earlier building on the site.
Midlands fancy dress , No. 13. This has a flat sign board above the shop, but seems to consist
of a window with a separate door for access. The pavement outside is also flat and level.
No. 8A. The positives:- the surrounding brickwork is flat which would have allowed the RE
shop’s ‘window frame’ surround. The area of the name board above the shop is parallel to the
wall which would have allowed the shop name to have vertical letters. The basic aperture of
the shop seems mostly correct, bearing in mind that the glassed areas left and right contained
motorcycles on their centre stands with the handle bars turned. close inspection seems to show
that they only just fit between the side walls and the glass. These areas on the photo look a
little larger due to the perspective from the front of the window to the door which is further
back. A careful comparison of the opening of No. 8A and the photographs of the RE shop are
very close. Looking at the 8A photo, the two panes of glass to the left of the door look to be
about the width of a motorcycle maybe with the handlebars turned. And possibly the first
unique feature?
The front of No.8A shows a slight rise to the pavement in the middle of the shop frontage.

Not easy to see, but the curve can just be made out below.

Both photos of the RE shop show a similar rise, both in height and curvature. This is the only
shop in the street to have an apparently matching curve to the pavement outside. The
pavement has been redone at some point, but in my experience it is very unlikely that the base
level would have been changed unless there was a specific reason to do so. There are
telephone, gas and water services running along it and I can’t imagine that the council would
dig it up to correct and inch or two of curvature.

8.

The window and the clincher! On the rear wall of the RE shop on the
right side, there appears to be many small photos or pictures which I
first justified as being photos of RE’s range or maybe the catalog for
that year, but something looked a tad off. It’s not photos, it is panes of
glass in a window.Two rows of three panes are easy to see, you are
looking through into the empty yard behind and the black bar is
probably the track beyond that. the other two rows are more obscure,
as the window blends in with the ground surface outside, but it can
just be seem as a 3 x 4 window. With excitement I took a look at the
rear of 8A and guess what? there is a 3 x 4 window on the rear wall to
one side, exactly where the RE shop one should be.

The Negative points:- Not found any yet.
In conclusion, if we take into account the profile of the outside pavement and the position of the
window, No. 8A is the only shop which matches the RE shop. The similarities in the size of the
shop aperture and the flat frontage would also suit the design of the RE shop as shown in the
photos. I now believe there are enough pointers above which match No. 8A.
Somebody did mention that they thought the shop had occupied the position taken by Royal House
which is opposite one end of the street but that is across the green and actually in Market Place, not
Church Green East street.

